
Special prices for the participants of the «GraphiCon'2017»  
 

 
All rooms include: workplace, telephone, writing materials, TV, refrigerator, bathroom with a bath, a set of accessorizes (towels, soap, 
shampoo, shower gel and cap, hairdryer, slippers). The dental set and a razor are available upon request. 

 
Twin and Triple accommodation (breakfast is included) 

 
Room Accomodation  Room features Price for 1 Guest 

Rub. 

Standard Twin 
room 

 

Twin 
One room (S = 15  sq.m.). Two single beds (90х200 sm.), 
windows overlook the yard 

1 800 

Triple (including additional bed) 1 250 

 
Rooms and prices (breakfast is included) 

Room Room features Standard price Price for 
you 

Standard single room 
with a single bed 

One room (S = 12  sq.m.). One single bed 90 х 200 см. Windows overlook the  historic  
part of the city -  Komsomolsky Avenue, also on the sculpture “Permyak Salty Ears” 2 900 2 090 

Standard single room One room (S = 15  sq.m.). One bed 140 х 200 см. Windows overlook the  historic  part 
of the city -  Komsomolsky Avenue, also on the sculpture “Permyak Salty Ears” 

3 200 2 300 

Standard Double Bed One room (S = 15  sq.m.). One double bed 160 х 200 см. Windows overlook the yard 
Additionally: rest area (settee/armchair). Some rooms are equipped with a conditioner 

3 600  2 580 

Standard single 
«Premium» 

One room (S = 18  sq.m.). One bed 140 х 200 см. Windows overlook the  historic  part 
of the city -  Komsomolsky Avenue (panorama), the October Square, or the yard 
Additionally: conditioner, bathrobe 

4 500 3 210 

Джуниор Сюит One room (S = 25  sq.m.). One bed 140 х 200 см. Windows overlook the  historic  part 
of the city -  Komsomolsky Avenue or the October Square 
Additionally: conditioner, rest area, a tea set (tea, coffee, sugar, bottles water), 
bathrobe 

4 800  3 420 

Джуниор Сюит 
двухкомнатный 

One spacious room with a bedroom, living room and entrance hall (S = 35  sq.m.). One 
bed 140 х 200 см. Windows overlook the  historic  part of the city -  Komsomolsky 
Avenue  
Additionally: conditioner, rest area (sofa), bathrobe 

5 200 3 700 

*Also in the accommodation lunch (300 rub.) and dinner (700 rub.) could be included  
 
 

Free services: 

• Early arrival from 7 a.m. till 12 p.m./ Late departure from 12 p.m. till 2 p.m.  

• Wi-fi  

• Parking  

• Gym 

• Ironing room 

• Business center 
 

We’ll be glad to see you at the «Prikamie» hotel! 

 
 

Best regards, 
Booking manager 
Leshkova Elena 
Tel.: +7 (342) 270 08 40 
E-mail: booking@prikamie-hotel.ru 

 
 

27, Komsomolsky Av., Perm, 614045, Russia 
info@prikamie-hotel.ru 
www.prikamie-hotel.ru 
Booking: +7 (342) 270-08-40 

            Reception: +7 (342) 270-08-30 (around the clock) 
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